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Multicolored

They watched passing mortals, the gargoyles. Uninterested as they have been for hundreds of years.

He stood there, his back turned to the water basin. In a pose that you only recognize afterwards.

Unwise

Dressed in holiday uniform, black shorts, t-shirt and flip flops. The coin splashed in the fountain with an arm swing. Thrown over his left

shoulder in a graceful bow. Colorful houses that frame narrow streets. No broad avenues that meet on glorious squares. In this picturesque

village of Caldas de Monchique.

A case of standard superstition put into practice, I thought. According to the persistent myth. A promise in perpective. By throwing a coin

backwards. A guaranteed visit to the same place. At least one more time in your life. For sure, only if the currency ends up in the water. A

gloriously successful attempt without a doubt.
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Spending our days different than before. Unstable due to virus threat in the present time. It is better not to be (too) afraid of it.

Insecurity is part of life. Just like survival. Now a challenge. Not a matter of course today. Living between hope and fear. In the here and now.

Well-being

No longer with that absolute focus. Pure on the future. A perspective that has shifted. Suddenly into the background. As if we made peace

with our fate. An idyllic location in this steep landscape. That extends like a green carpet with lush afforestation. Accented by bright yellow

acacias.

The couple is dressed identically. Elegant in every detail. In the most colorful gear imaginable. As if they want to make the world laugh.

Expressed funny, but not a clue. Who wrote it down. Words that stayed with me though. The woman speaks a few words in which giggles

resound.

The sun is shining exuberantly today. Surrounded by the steel blue sky. The coloring of the limed houses shines up with it. The more intense

accordingly the glowing yellow. As soon as the bright sunlight gets hold of it. Having a drink in advance on the quiet terrace. It seems as if she

immediately puts her statements into perspective. In the meantime her companion looks rather sour. As if he was contaminated by the

words. A man with firm gray curls.

Remarkable

A colossus Nikon is hanging around his neck. With a huge telephoto lens. Pointing up at the universe. Like a cruise missile at the moment of

launch. Her hand brushes his sickly skin that appears almost transparent. Nice glimpse at 250 meters above sea level. Over the beautiful

valley of Serra de Monchique. So abundantly green, illuminated by a unique light. In an oasis of peace. Truly a heavenly retreat.
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The dining room in the restaurant is packed. With murmur, clattering plates, rattling cutlery and chewing mouths. Serving waiters and

waitresses supervise. On an undisturbed course of the feeding.

Sublime

The doorway is filling. A new guest behind a walker. It looks like he is middle-aged. Difficult on the way to a free table. His tongue leads an

independent existence. Getting out and back in his mouth. Depending on the effort that the body makes.

A clump of butterflies disperses outside. They swirl up in a purplish-blue cloud. As an encouragement, a compensation. For the human defect,

so characteristic of this health mecca.

Thanks to perseverance to function independently. Despite the lack of fine motor skills that underline his handicap. The man manages to pick

up the fallen straw from the ground. Indispensable for him to drink.

Pause

Quite a relief. The relaxation on his face says enough. Real joy and satisfaction. Feeling lucky under given circumstances. That goes beyond

human imperfections.

In this pampering place with thermal baths. To boost your shaky condition. From spa, sauna, spa bath to pure spring water. Fully popular since

a century BC. Holy waters called by the Romans, that bubbling wells.

One person is not the other. Bad luck, if you were in the background. While handing out the portions. Fobbed off with an unpredictable fate.

When health is rationed. In fact only remains to make the best of it.

Gift
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Nature does not care about anything. Imperturbable for petty human suffering. Whatever Plagues of Egypt harass mankind. Happiness does

not exist, I read it somewhere. The luck of the toss, though. With brief feelings of satisfaction with ourselves. And life without setbacks or

suffering. Solidified moments of hope, desires and aspirations.

The evening sky looks like shiny lead. On this day when everything seems right. Only a fraction of the sun's rays rise above the horizon. The

Portuguese evening sky paints a golden glow. Intense colors of happiness, therefore multicolored.
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